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One of the most common problems we see with stringed instruments is the dreaded BUZZZZ.  Once an instrument 
develops a buzz, it must be repaired.  There is good news!  The vast majority of buzzing problems can be easily fixed, 
without taking drastic measures.   In this article, I will highlight some of the major causes of instrument buzzing in an 
effort to assist you in diagnosing the problem.  Most of the repairs, however, do require a qualified luthier or repair 
technician.  Here is a list of common causes grouped by degree of repair difficulty: 
 
THE SIMPLE STUFF 
1.  Contact between the chinrest and tailpiece.  This is common with Guarneri chinrests that mount across the 
tailpiece.  Move the chinrest until there is clearance between it and the tailpiece or place a small piece of leather 
between chinrest and tailpiece. 
2.  Bad String.  Very old strings may have hidden problems – I see this with some of the best strings. Viola C and G 
strings can sometimes develop problems with their synthetic cores which result in buzzing.  
3.  Plastic Tubes on the E String.  Those little tubular bridge protectors fitted on many E strings (and some A strings) 
often can cause a buzz if they are not securely in place (in the bridge string groove).  If they are pulled back away from 
the bridge, they can vibrate. 
4.  Cello Endpin Rattle.  If any part of the endpin assembly is loose it can vibrate and cause a terrible buzz.  I see this 
often with the metal ring.  Some endpin rods have a pin on the inside to keep it from falling out – these pins can be 
loose and cause vibration. 
5.  Fine Tuners are Not Tightly Fixed to the Tailpiece.  Simply tighten up your tuners with the nut that secures the 
tuner to the tailpiece.  I’ve seen cases where fine tuner screws themselves vibrate within the tuner assembly, and can 
be easily repaired by putting a small amount of grease on the threads. 
 
GETTING HARDER 
6.  Varnish and Rosin Bridge at the F-Hole.  This is a very common problem in which a small amount of bow rosin 
residue or even varnish from the manufacturer has formed a bridge across a small section of the F-Hole.  The brittle 
material  cracks and vibrates causing a terrible and often difficult to diagnose buzz. This will need to be filed out. 
7.  Loose Fingerboard.  Fingerboards can separate from the neck slightly causing significant vibration.  This is an 
easy fix, but you’ll need to let a qualified repair person handle this, as only special hot hide glue should be used.  
(Please don’t try to glue your own instrument! – anywhere!) 
8.  Seam Separation.  The top or back side of the instrument can separate from the side ribs resulting in vibration 
during playing.  This is not a difficult repair, usually, so don’t panic.  Just don’t glue it yourself! 
9.  Loose Purfling.  If the purfling is loose  (the black border material around the outside of the front and back piece) it 
will vibrate. 
 
EVEN HARDER 
10.  String Grooves on the Nut Worn Too Deep.  If the string is basically sitting on the fingerboard at the nut (near 
the pegs) you’ll experience buzzing.  This is one of the most common problems, and the repair strategy depends on 
the value and condition of the instrument. An insert under the nut or a new nut can remedy this problem. 
10.  Not Enough Curvature in the Fingerboard.  The fingerboard has been slightly dished or planed to yield a 
precise shape that prevents buzzing during playing of certain positions.  We see many of the cheap internet 
“instruments” where absolutely no attention has been given to this key design parameter. 
12.  String Grooves on the Nut are Angled Incorrectly.  This is hard to explain but easy to fix (for the qualified …).  
If the buzz goes away when you put your finger on the string at the nut, you may have this problem. 
13.  Crack.  If you have a crack, it can vibrate.  Better have this repaired soon, as the crack can propagate over time. 
 
HARDEST 
14.  Problems inside the instrument body.  The bassbar could be loose, the end blocks could be loose or cracked, 
etc.  This one usually requires removal of the top (“table”).  The good news is that the vast majority of buzzing 
problems stem from numbers 1-13 above –  
GOOD LUCK !  E-mail me if you have any questions or comments. 


